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American Patriot burried with full military honours – Graveside Service

WILLIS A CARTO – RIP
Arlington National Cemetery,
14.00 hours, Wednesday, 17 February 2016

By Paul T. Angel
On February 17, 2016, Willis Allison Carto, 1926-2015,
was laid to rest in Arlington National Cemetery, on
property once owned by the family of Confederate war
hero Gen. Robert E. Lee.
Carto earned this honor, having received a Purple Heart
after being shot by a Japanese sniper during his time in
the U.S. Army in the Pacific Theater of World War II. ‘I
never held any animosity for that Japanese soldier,’ Carto
told this writer many years ago. ‘He was doing his duty,
and I was doing mine.’
Carto, a fierce opponent of perpetual war, spent most of
the rest of his life exposing the horrors of war to any and
all who would listen. ‘World War II was the greatest
tragedy to befall the world and the white race in the long
history of man,’ he said, joining forces with the likes of
Gen. Robert Wood, Gen. Hugh Johnson, Col. Charles
Lindbergh and other war heroes who fought tirelessly to
condemn war, and praise the efforts of those fighting for
peace between nations.
Of course, many in the establishment media saw it
differently, namely The Huffington Post, whose editors
went to great lengths to defame Carto as an “antiSemite” for his efforts to expose to the world the forces
behind the global war machine — those politicians and
armaments makers who profit greatly from the death and
destruction wars bring about. His burial at Arlington is a
‘national disgrace,’ one rabbi interviewed by the Post
said.
Of course, you can bet that rabbi has never set foot in a
battle zone in his life, nor have the vast majority of the
politicians who so willingly have sent our children to fight

and die in the devastating wars of the 19th, 20th and
21st centuries—with more to come.
The Post also trotted out self-proclaimed “expert” on the
right wing, Todd Blodgett, a self-avowed crack head who
has publicly admitted he had a brain-addling $250-a-day
cocaine habit while acting as a consultant at Carto’s
Liberty Lobby. How did snitch Blodgett pay for his
insatiable lust for illegal drugs? He was on the payroll of
the federal government—drawing nearly $100,000 per
year from the feds—spying on Carto and Liberty Lobby,
trying to dig up IRS violations or other misdeeds. Of
course, he did not find any, as Carto and Liberty Lobby
were scrupulously honest in their business dealings.
We have been encouraged to “let Willis rest in peace,”
but, of course, Carto never rested while alive, and he’s
probably not resting now, lecturing any soul who has
made it past the pearly gates on the horrors of war and
the nefarious forces profiting from the mayhem war
spawns.
How can we honor Willis’s legacy of peace? By continuing
to support the publications he created during his lifetime,
including AMERICAN FREE PRESS newspaper and THE
BARNES REVIEW history magazine.
To find out what Willis really thought about war, I
encourage you to contact AFP at 202-544-5977 and get a
free copy of Willis’s last monograph on the subject, A
Straight Look at the Second World War, in which he lays
out his case that war is the worst of preventable
disasters.
Willis dedicated his life to peace, and we will continue on
with his mission, despite what the warmongers think or
say.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Military Honor Guard arrives

The Military Salute...
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The Army Chaplain offers a eulogy as mourners bow their heads...
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The Honor Guard solemnly folds a United States flag, the final honor for those fallen in combat...

The Chaplain presents Mrs Elisabeth Carto with the flag and offers his final condolences. In a letter Willis
wrote to Mr William Hollis in 1999 in regard to his WWII service, he stated, “I am proud of my combat
infantry badge. I would not trade that experience for anything, but I wouldn’t want to do it again, and
that’s for sure.”
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L-R: Pastor Thom Robb, a dear friend of Willis, reads from the Bible, which Willis had given to Pastor Robb as a present
only a year ago. Willis had received the Bible from his mother in 1935 when he was nine year old. Robb holds a copy of
the Bible given to Carto by his mother when he was nine years old; Stanley Rittenhouse, a life-long friend of Willis, was
a lobbyist on the Hill for Liberty Lobby. His American family roots go back to 1680, and he authored a book: For Fear of
the Jews. His latest article for TBR was on Col. John S. Mosby, “The Gray Ghost”.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------DID ESQUIRE JUST CALL FOR TRUMP TO BE KILLED?

By Mike King
Published by the Hearst Corporation, Esquire Magazine, though not primarily a political magazine, is clearly aligned with
the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class). Like most major media organs, Esquire operates under the influence of Jewish oversight -with Jay Fielden serving as Editor of Esquire, and Steve Swartz as President and CEO of Hearst. The highly unflattering Donald
Trump cover stories which the monthly magazine has run therefore come as no surprise.
What your intrepid reporter and his trusted feline sidekick did, however, find surprising - shocking to be more precise - is what
appears to be a cryptic death threat suggested by an Esquire online story posted on February 24, 2016 - full article here. The headline
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reads: 'How to Stop Donald Trump', and is written by Charles Pierce. It's a very intriguing headline, but, in and of itself, nothing
much to cause alarm.
But just two paragraphs into his hate-filled piece, we find an extended reference to Louisiana Senator Huey Long, the antiEstablishment insurgent who was planning to challenge incumbent President FDR in the 1936
election.

Pure hatred! -- August 2004 & February 2016
From the Esquire article:

"In his magisterial biography of Huey Long... T. Harry Williams explains the thinking behind the long game that the
'Kingfish' saw himself playing as the Great Depression played out.
There was no doubt in Long's mind that that all would go as he had planned it. Of Roosevelt he said scornfully, 'I can
take him. He's a phony…He's scared of me. I can outpromise him, and he knows it. People will believe me and they won't
believe him.'&quot;
The energy behind the two men is as similar as the parallel is inexact.
Huey Long ... relentlessly vilified the economic and social elite, first in Louisiana and then in the entire country. He,
Trump, on the other hand, was a child of that elite, and he had never departed from it, except in his public persona, which
is where we find him now. A huge portion of the Republican electorate—and, sadly, a not-insignificant portion of the
American people—wants a strongman, the more vulgar the better. Huey Long came by his vulgarity naturally. He, Trump
has had to work at it .... I am one of you, they both said, you poorly educated suckers. Look how common and vulgar I am.
There does not appear to be any way to stop him now. Unless something completely untoward
happens, He, Trump will be the Republican nominee for president."

Long was larger than life, and he hated FDR and denounced the Eastern banking class. The Globalists, who were already
making plans to enflame Europe in war, had to stop this charismatic outsider. How did they finally do it?

Initially a Roosevelt supporter, fellow Democrat Long came to view FDR as a phony and a tool of the Eastern Bankster
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Class. FDR despised Long in return, referring to him and General Douglass Macarthur as "the two most dangerous
men in America." To discredit Long, FDR ordered his IRS to investigate his finances.
The chilling part of Pierce's hate-fest is not what he wrote about history pertaining to Huey Long, but rather, what he
did not write. What Pierce deliberately withheld from his readers, but is certainly already well-known to the PRC, is that
Long's Trump-like rebellion was finally "stopped" by a bullet to his abdomen, followed by some dirty work at the
hospital. On September 8, 1935, a Dr. Carl Weiss, we are told, confronted Long and shot him. Rather than take Weiss
alive, bodyguards shoot him 60 times. (Dead men tell no tales!)
As the "conspiracy theory" goes, Weiss was just a patsy, set up only to punch Long in the face while a bodyguard actually
shot the Senator. Long was rushed to the hospital and died two days later due to what some say is "medical
incompetence". No autopsy was performed (just like none was performed on Justice Antonin Scalia). More than
100,000 mourners attended the funeral of the anti-Wall Street "rock star" who would have been President.

1: Long was mourned by millions throughout the South.
2: Carl Weiss, the patsy-assassin, was needlessly shot to death (ala Lee Harvey Oswald and John
Wilkes Booth)
3: Long was actually recovering before his condition "worsened'.
The answer to the question which Hearst's Esquire posed as: 'How to Stop Donald Trump' is not, as the story
suggests, "all of us realizing who we are." No! The message being broadcast only to those 'in-the-know' is simply:"That
son-of-a-bitch Trump has to die, just like Huey Long!" -- Believe it!
Be careful, Mr. Trump. These boys don't play around.
http://tomatobubble.com/id972.html
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The Original Wagner
Martin Filler

Costume designs for Der Ring des Nibelungen by Carl Emil Doepler, Berlin, 1889 - The Morgan Library & Museum
Some devotees of Richard Wagner have suggested, not wholly
Wagner’s intentions were religiously followed at his annual
in jest, that the best way to enjoy the master’s operas is with
Bayreuth Festival for decades after he died, but with the rise of
one’s eyes closed. For not only have few stage presentations of
Hitler—an avid Wagnerite and Bayreuth regular—the composer’s
his monumentally conceived and famously lengthy music
music became closely associated with Nazism. For example, in
dramas ever approached the cosmic sublimity of their
the 1930s productions of Siegfried, the avaricious dwarf Alberich
underlying compositions, but nowadays it appears mandatory
was often depicted as a stereotypical money-grubbing Jewish
for them to be produced as bizarrely as possible, and despite
merchant, and many observers saw his sniveling toady Mime as
the composer’s detailed visual instructions to the contrary.
a caricature of the ghetto schlemiel. Adding to these
associations were the composer’s own evident anti-Semitic
tendencies, expressed in his notorious 1850 essay Das
Judenthum in der Musik (Jewry in Music), a diatribe against his
principal early competitors, the Jewish-born composers Giacomo
Meyerbeer and Felix Mendelssohn. Ironically, the postwar
imperative to sanitize the Wagner corpus of its Fascist
connotations encouraged other political interpretations that now
can seem almost as objectionable as the Hitler era recedes into
history.
All of which has made the history of the composer’s original
conceptions—primary evidence of which is on view in the
Morgan Library & Museum’s “Wagner’s Ring: Forging an Epic”—
feel like something of a rediscovery. Consider the engravings of
the stage décors by the nineteenth-century Viennese artist
Joseph Hoffmann for the first complete presentation of Der Ring
des Nibelungen in 1876. Conservative though Hoffmann’s set
designs are in their realistic evocation of mountain landscapes
and a quaint notion of “primitive” architecture (informed by the
An engraving of Joseph Hoffmann’s stage design for Act 1
theories of the German architect Gottfried Semper), it’s hard not
of Die Walkure, Vienna, circa 1878 - Mary Flagler Cary
to see the Morgan show—in which several dozen letters,
Music Collection/The Morgan Library & Museum
manuscripts, and documents trace the three decades from
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Wagner’s initial idea for the Ring cycle in 1848 to its first public
presentation—as a rebuke to the antics that have lately turned
this landmark of musical theater into an international freak
show.
Forty years ago, the composer’s direct descendants—who still
control the artistic direction of the Bayreuth Festival, the allWagner summer jamboree he established in the sleepy Bavarian
town of Bayreuth—commissioned Patrice Chéreau’s stillinfluential centennial mounting of the Ring, which caused an
uproar among traditionalists but was also widely admired in
some quarters and fostered a new school of Wagnerian
dramaturgy. In it Chéreau presented the gods, demigods, and
mortals of the four-part sequence not as pan-cultural archetypes
of human nature, but rather as cartoonish avatars of
nineteenth-century capitalism dressed in the kind of comical
plutocratic garb the Bolsheviks used to connote enemies of the
proletariat. Yet in the opinion of many, this crude neo-Marxist
interpretation narrowed the universal implications that have
beguiled Ring enthusiasts from the outset.

Lilli Lehmann as Woglinde in Das Rheingold, Bayreuth,
1876- J. Albert, Munich/Metropolitan Opera Archives
Since then it’s become commonplace to set the Ring cycle not in
some vaguely defined primeval world that underscores the
saga’s profound mythic power, but rather in outlandish locales
calculated to shock. New depths of absurdity were plumbed with
Frank Castorf’s 2013 Bayreuth Ring, which marked the
bicentennial of Wagner’s birth. Among the settings Castorf
depicted were a Route 66 gas station and motel for Das
Rheingold, and a pre-Russian Revolution Caspian oil field for Die
Walküre. As for the climactic Die Götterdämmerung, here is
how The Guardian’s Martin Kettle described it:
Erda gives Wotan a blowjob, while Siegfried wakes Brünnhilde
beneath gargantuan Mt Rushmore-style sculpted heads of Marx,
Lenin, Stalin and Mao on a stage revolve that periodically
transports them into Honecker-era East Berlin, where crocodiles
hump one another and the hero and heroine drink themselves
into a loveless operatic climax.
New York City—a big Wagner town since the mid-nineteenth
century, when its sizeable German immigrant population formed
a ready-made audience for the composer’s operas— has had its
own recent Ring fiasco: Robert Lepage’s staging introduced
between 2010 and 2012 at the Metropolitan Opera. All four
installments of this $40-million extravaganza were dominated by
a mechanized forty-five-ton set, which The New York
Times dubbed the “Valhalla Machine.” Designed by Carl Fillion
(who has worked with Lepage for Cirque du Soleil in Las Vegas),
this flange-beamed contraption cost around $16 million but
proved hugely disruptive to the musical proceedings because of
the loud noises it often emitted, to say nothing of its sporadic
malfunctions, when on several occasions it subverted the
drama’s high points.

A set for Frank Castorf’s production of the Ring cycle,
Bayreuth, 2013
But as the Morgan exhibition makes clear, the financial demands
imposed by Wagner’s grandiose vision have been central to
the Ring from its inception. Among the many fascinating
documents on view are several dealing with money matters.
Here—along with the expected musical manuscripts and source
material for the libretto, which draws on Nordic legends—we can
see one of the composer’s many begging letters to would-be
backers, in this case Franz Liszt’s rich lover, Princess Carolyne
zu Sayn-Wittgenstein; an invitation to an 1853 Zurich reading of
the tetralogy’s text (which Wagner also wrote), on which the
author—avid for every last Swiss Franc he could hustle—
scribbled a postscript that children under one year old were also
welcome, lest their mothers stay at home; and an 1881
document in which his biggest creditor, King Ludwig II of
Bavaria, forgives a debt payment. (Here the sovereign’s loonylooking signature seems to fully justify his “Mad” sobriquet.)

A detail of Richard Wagner’s letter to Princess Carolyne
zu Sayn-Wittgenstein including the closing measures
of Das Rheingold, Zurich, January 16, 1854 - Mary Flagler
Cary Music Collection/The Morgan Library & Museum
Wagner— a posturing dandy, short in stature but with an
enormous, leonine head and prominent profile, much like
Leonard Bernstein a century later—was catnip to cartoonists,
and in addition to Richard Wagner in der Karikatur (a 1907
compendium of visual lampoons) the Morgan exhibition displays
several of the best-known satirical images of his time. Among
them are André Gill’s 1869 engraving of the composer driving a
spike into an enormous, blood-gushing ear, and Honoré
Daumier’s no less palpable 1868 depiction of a Munich audience
being blown backward in their seats by a maelstrom of
fragmented musical notation, a sensation I’ve happily
experienced on several unforgettable Wagner evenings.
At the front of the single large gallery in which the show is
installed, a video screen plays taped excerpts from the four
operas, including the recent Met Rheingold and an orchestrally
superb 1980 Bayreuth Walküre conducted by the late Pierre
Boulez. Unfortunately there are no clips from the revolutionary
postwar Bayreuth Ring cycles directed by the brothers Wieland
and Wolfgang Wagner, grandsons of the composer who—once
Allied authorities allowed this erstwhile nest of Nazis to reopen
in 1951—took over the festival from their mother, Winifred
Wagner, a close and unrepentant friend of Hitler’s who privately
referred to him as “U.S.A.”: unser seliger Adolf (our blessed
Adolf).
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The Wagner siblings’ starkly minimalist productions—in several
instances the stage was left completely bare, and lighting alone
defined some indoor or outdoor space—reflected two harsh
realities: a lack of funding, and the need to avoid any
representational feature that could be interpreted as political,
given how compromised the Wagner legacy was. Significantly,
these stripped-down stagings had a purifying effect that was
quite intentional in shifting audience attention toward the Ring’s
penetrating psychological aspects and away from the impossible
stage business—swimming mermaids, flying horses, a firebreathing dragon, and a talkative bird, among other fantasies—
that has always bedeviled directors.
Like the best abstract art, the New Bayreuth Style, as it was
dubbed, allowed viewers to project their own interpretations
onto a nearly blank canvas, and to draw illuminating conclusions
of their own about the deeper meaning of what they saw before
them. The pendulum theory of culture—which holds that action
and reaction reflexively animate stylistic swings as broad as
those from Rococo to Neoclassical and Pop to Minimalism—might
indicate that after every last anachronistic dystopia has been
exploited as a stand-in for Valhalla we might finally see a return
to undistracting theatrical values more closely aligned with
Wagner’s gloriously transcendent music of the spheres.
***
“Wagner’s Ring: Forging an Epic” is on view at
the Morgan Library & Museum through April 17 February
25, 2016, 9:16 pm
http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2016/02/25/originalwagner-ring/
A caricature of Richard Wagner by Andre Gill in ’ clipse,
April 18, 1869 - The Morgan Library & Museum

_________________________________________________
Tony Winner Deanna Dunagan to Star in West Coast Premiere of
The Revisionist

The August: Osage County veteran joins the Jesse Eisenberg drama.
Hayley Levitt • Los Angeles • Feb 25, 2016
Directed by Robin Larsen, the play follows young author
David (Mulcahy), who travels to Poland to help overcome
his crippling case of writer's block. Although seeking
solace, his elderly second cousin Maria (Dunagan)
welcomes him with an overwhelming need to connect to
her American relatives. As their relationship develops,
she reveals details about her postwar past that test their
ideas of what it means to be a family.
The creative team includes Tom Buderwitz (scenic
design), Jocelyn Hublau Parker (costume design), Leigh
Allen (lighting design), and John Zalewski (sound
design).
"It's a very personal play for me," says Eisenberg, "and it
Tony winner Deanna Dunagan will star in the West Coast
premiere of Jesse Eisenberg's The Revisionist.
could not be in better hands with director Robin Larsen,
(© Janna Giacoppo)
actors Seamus Mulcahy and Ilia Volok, and one of my allCasting has been announced for the West Coast premiere
time favorite actresses, Deanna Dunagan."
of Jesse Eisenberg's The Revisionist, coming to the Wallis
The Revisionist, Eisenberg's second full-length play, had
Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts this spring.
its world premiere at theCherry Lane Theatre in New
Performances will run from March 29-April 17 with an
York in spring 2013. The off-Broadway production, which
official press opening set for April 1.
was directed by Kip Fagan, starred Eisenberg and
Leading the cast will be the Tony Award-winning star
Vanessa Redgrave.
of August: Osage County, Deanna Dunagan, along with
For tickets and more information, click here.
Seamus Mulcahy (CBS' Elementary) and Ilia Volok (Who
http://www.theatermania.com/losangelestheater/news/
deanna-dunagan-the-revisionist_76097.html
Killed Comrade Rabbit?).

--------------------------------------------------------------...from Adelaide Institute’s Archive... Dr Austin J App speaks:

Austin App: I saw with horror that the Yalta and Potsdam
pacts were delivering much of Christian Europe to the
Bolshevists, who were looting, killing, and ravishing their
way into Eastern Germany, Austria, and Hungary. With
the approval of American leftists and Morgenthauists, the

Communists and Partisans were expelling twelve million
ethnic Germans from their ancient homelands, which
"forced migration of millions of people," another former
professor of mine, now Archbishop Aloisius J. Muench,
called "the greatest crime of this age." ...
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The Hoax of the Twentieth Century:
The Case Against the Presumed Extermination of European Jewry
A Book Review by Dr. Austin J. App
alleged program of extermination in the camps, Dr Butz
effectively proves there was no such program, that they
were work camps, not death camps; that “gas” was not
used to asphyxiate inmates, but to disinfect their
clothing, to protect them against typhus which was the
great killer in the camps, especially those in the east, like
Auschwitz. Thus, new arrivals regularly had to disrobe,
give up their clothes for disinfection and take showers.
Those who died of typhus or any other cause (never from
torture or physical abuse) were cremated in three or
more ovens for that purpose and only for that purpose.
Some camps like Birkenau, attached to Auschwitz, were
reserved for those too sick or too old to work, so that the
number of deaths was so great as to give a misleading
plausibility to the term “death camp”.
REICH POLICY: DEPORTATION, NOT EXTERMINATION!

At last a recognized scholar, an associate professor of a
prestigious American university, Northwestern, Evanston,
Illinois, has directed his scientific training in engineering
and computer sciences to an investigation of the
allegation that the Third Reich planned and achieved the
extermination of European Jews. Dr. A.R. Butz does not
speculate, nor rely on secondary sources; he analyzes
documents, he distinguishes between what a witness saw
himself and what, too often under promises of immunity,
he testifies as having merely heard.
At the end of his exhaustive, objective investigation, Dr.
Butz, on page 239, concludes as follows:
“The Jews of Europe were not exterminated and there was no
German attempt to exterminate them, The Germans resettled a
certain number and these people were ultimately resettled again
in accordance with Allied programs … The Jews of Europe
suffered during the war by being deported to the East, by
having much of their property confiscated and, more importantly
by suffering cruelly in the circumstances surrounding Germany’s
defeat.
“They may have lost a million dead. Everybody in Europe
suffered during the war, especially the people of central and
eastern Europe. The people who suffered most were the losers,
the Germans (and Austrians), who lost 10 million dead due to
military casualties, Allied bombings, the Russian terror at the
end of the war, Russian expulsions from their homelands, under
the most brutal conditions, and the vengeful occupation policies
of 1945-1948.”

Dr. Butz, in his HOAX OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY,
calls the estimate of a million Jewish casualties as
probably too high, and includes those who died of age
and illness and those who were legitimately executed as
partisans, and also those who came to grief under the
Soviet-Russians, not under the Germans.
GERMAN CONCENTRATION CAMPS WERE SECURITY AND
WORK CAMPS, NOT DEATH CAMPS

German concentration camps were what the Germans
said they were, security and work camps, not death
camps. And the German Einsatzgruppen behind the
eastern front were a mere 3000 men whose function was
to suppress partisan activity and not in any way to
execute Jews merely for being Jews. Regarding the

The Third Reich, Dr Butz proves, neither had a plan to
exterminate Jews nor did so. It made no secret of
wanting to resettle Jews out of Europe, at first in
Madagascar. When this failed, Soviet-Russian territory
was chosen. Dr. Butz makes an important point that the
inmates, despite Allied propaganda dropped on them,
had no fear of the delousing process, the showering nor
even the transportation further and further east. They
had no fear because they knew that these matters were
exactly what the Germans said they were.
THE HOAX OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY is the first book
to explain adequately why so many Germans ‘confessed’
at the war crimes trials that there was an extermination
program, yet insisted that they had no part in it, nor
even knew of it. The victor/prosecutors in the trials
represented the extermination of Jews as an
incontrovertible atrocity of the Third Reich and that for a
defendant to deny it marked him as either guilty or
insane. Their victor/defense attorneys counseled them to
try to save their lives, not to ‘revise’ history.
Furthermore, the prosecutors, of whom Robert Kempner,
a Jewish émigré, was typical, coerced witnesses,
sometimes even tortured them into making confessions,
promised them immunity if they incriminated their
superiors and depicted for them the alternative of
confession or the death sentence or even worse, being
extradited to the Soviet-Russians (see pp. 158-164).
HOW ALBERT SPEER AVOIDED THE GALLOWS

Dr Butz indicates the strategy by which Hitler’s Defense
Minister, Albert Speer, saved his life, later to become rich
with his autobiography, INSIDE THE THIRD REICH. He
‘conceded the existence of the extermination program,”
but he denied “knowledge of it during the war.” Dr Butz
comments:
“If Speer had testified truthfully, he would have declared that he
had been so situated that, if an extermination program of the
type charged had existed, he would have known of it and that,
to his knowledge, no such program had existed.” (p.180).

But had he been truthful, writes Dr Butz, he would have
been hanged like his fellow-defendants. Furthermore,
Speer had to lie again in order to get his memoirs
published in America:
“The remarks about Jewish extermination were not in he original
version of Speer’s manuscript; they were added at the
insistence of the publisher [Macmillan, 1970, ed. Note].” (p.
180)
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THE VESTED INTERESTS IN FAVOUR OF PROLONGING THE
MYTH

By exposing the Machiavellian machinery behind the lie,
the low tricks, sly strategems, the fiendish tortures and
calculated terrorism, we see how this terrible myth of six
million exterminated Jews was created, confirmed and
reinforced. Just as the 1919 lie of Germany’s “sole guilt”
(later refuted with sincere apologies by British Prime
Minister Lloyd-George in a letter to the German
Government, Ed. Note] for World War I provided the
scaffolding for the atrocious Versailles Treaty, so were
the even more atrocious ‘peace’ agreements of Yalta and
Potsdam, which resulted in the Iron Curtain and the
Berlin Wall, constructed upon the myth of the six million.
Consequently, there is an enormous vested interest in
protecting this myth.
Because the Zionists are today reaping millions of dollars
in “guilt reparations” from occupied Germany, they
support the myth with blackmail and even violence:
When Josef Burg (Ginsburg) himself a Jewish
concentration
camp
survivor,
investigated
the
“extermination” and disproved it, Jewish thugs beat him
up, even while he was putting flowers on his mother’s
grave ! The victors, the prosecutors in the ‘war crimes
trials’, Zionist pressure groups, all keep trying to have
cities erect costly monuments to immortalize the lie of
the ‘holocaust’.
The governments imposed by the victors, the ‘war
crimes’ prosecutors, the editors and columnists,
preachers and teachers who did their part in the creation
of the myth have their honor at stake whenever anyone
exposes the alleged German extermination of the Jews
as atrocity propaganda of the dirtiest and meanest kind.
BONN & PANKOW ARE COMMITTED TO THE VICTORS’
VERSION OF THE ‘TRUTH’

The most satanic and damaging aspect of this atrocity
propaganda is that, as long as the present regimes of
East and West Germany remain in power, the myth will
endure. Not only that, but it will be spread and promoted
with indecent diligence. This self-destructive exercise on
the part of Germany’s successors to the Third Reich was
imposed upon them by the victors of the Second World
War, acting under Jewish pressure. Because these
German governments were put into power by the victors,
they must obey their masters, and so we see them
perjuring themselves before the tribunal of history,
promoting and defending the lie to save their ‘honor’ and
maintain their pseudo-independence, East Berlin’s
commitment to the lie is obvious, but Bonn too, is a
slave to it. Dr. Butz writes:
“The West German Government … by interminable war crimes
trials, now being held thirty or more years after the alleged
crimes, by instruction in the schools, and now by means of
naked terror, as shown by the Staeglich episode, does
everything possible to keep the lie propped up and to prevent
open discussion.” (p. 244)
The basic fact is that the claim of the Bonn Government to be a
German Government is somewhat tenuous. The fact is that the
entire political structure o West Germany was established by the
U.S. Government. This includes control of the newspapers and
other media, the control of the schools, and the constitution of
the Bundesrepublik. As a puppet creation, this ‘German’ political
establishment necessarily has an interest in the lies of the
conquerors and behaves accordingly,” (p. 244)

Dr Butz then illustrates with the career of Willy Frahm
Brandt. From a wartime propagandist in Sweden against

his native Germany, Brandt slunk into Berlin after the
war and became its mayor, finally becoming German
Chancellor. While Chancellor, he had as his most-trusted
friend the communist spy and traitor, Guillaume. Dr.
Butz comments:
“Clearly, a career such as Brandt’s postwar career is possible
only in a country in which treason has become a normal part of
political life, so it is not in the least surprising that the Bonn
Government is a defender of the hoax.” (p.245)
BONN’S “BASIC AW” A QUID PRO QUO FOR B ACKMAI
PAYMENTS TO ISRAEL

The West German Government has been from the
beginning of its existence an active defender of the six
million lie because the lie is the cornerstone of its
constitution or Basic Law, and its diplomatic relations
with Washington are predicated on its pledge to the
Morgenthauist victors that it will acknowledge the
“holocaust” and will indemnify Israel for it! The U.S.
Military Governor, John McCloy, kept delaying diplomatic
recognition of Bonn until Adenauer had promised to
accept the myth of the six million and had, in his 1951
meeting in London with Nahum Goldman, also accepted
“the claim of the State of Israel for one billion dollars as
a basis for our negotiations.” (See Norbert Muhlen, “THE
SURVIVORS’, Crowell Company, 1962, p.33)
In the 1952 Treaty of Luxemburg, the German Federal
Republic was committed to paying Israel $750,000,000
as a starter, and thereby saddled Germany with a lie far
worse than the “sole guilt” clause of the Versailles Treaty
which the Weimar Republic had to sign. Dr. Butz quotes
the relevant clauses of this infamous document on page
250:
Whereas, unspeakable criminal acts were perpetrated against
the Jewish people during the National Socialist regime of terror
and whereas by a declaration of the Bundestag of 27 September
1951, the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany
made known their determination, within the limits of their
capacity, to make good the material damage caused by these
acts …”
BONN HANGS AN ALBATROSS ON THE NECKS OF THE
GERMAN PEOPLE

Bonn pronounced this mea culpa for “unspeakable
criminal acts” on behalf of the German people, without
benefit of historical veracity or the consent of the people.
It hung this albatross of six million ‘exterminated’ Jews
around the necks of the German people and in effect,
around the necks of the entire Christian world. Of course
we can expect this government to be much too ashamed
to tolerate the slightest exposure of this myth! Dr Butz
reveals the profane, pecuniary reason for the conspiracy
to maintain the myth of the six million with all frenzy,
vituperation and violence available:

Since this work – THE HOAX OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY –
has shown that the ‘unspeakable criminal acts’, in the sense in
which that expression is used in the Luxemburg Treaty, are
largely a hoax, and specifically a Zionist hoax, it then develops
that Israel owes Germany a lot of money, since the proposed
justification for the reparations has been invalidated.” (p.250)

One can both affirm and hope that the publication of
THE HOAX OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY will prompt
honest and honorable people to discard the vicious myth
of the six million and that others, emboldened by Dr
Butz’s courageous example, will step forward to testify to
the truth. We shall see whether Truth shall prevail and
whether the vested interests in THE LIE will recant or
attempt retaliation. We shall see.
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